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What is portfolio alignment?

• Paris Agreement (Article 2c): “making finance flows consistent with a

pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions and climate-resilient

development”.

• Strong demand for methodologies to assess portfolio alignment with the

objectives of the Paris Agreement.

• More restrictive interpretation: alignment of portfolios with the temperature

objective (well below 2°C), “warming potential” of portfolios, implied

temperature rise (ITR) above the pre-industrial level.

• Formally: temperature alignment assessment = distance of the portfolio with

a chosen benchmark trajectory limiting the global average temperature rise to

a specified level.
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What is portfolio alignment?

• Portfolio alignment is not a measure of transition or physical risk: a 2°C

aligned portfolio is not necessarily less risky than a 2.5°C aligned one.

• Portfolio alignment is not a measure of environmental impact: it remains to

be demonstrated that aligning one’s portfolio to a climate scenario produces

additional impact on emission reduction.

• Portfolio alignment is rather a measure of compatibility of a company’s

trajectory to a global scenario: I am doing my share.
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Main methodological steps

1. Measure the climate performance, at asset or portfolio level using an

appropriate metric;

2. Choose one or several global, national, or sectoral macroeconomic scenarios

leading to desired temperature outcomes;

3. Convert decarbonization pathways deduced from these scenarios to asset- or

portfolio-level benchmark(s) expressed in terms of climate performance

metric defined in step 1;

4. By comparing the results of step 1 and step 3, perform the temperature

alignment assessment.

The result of step 4 may be expressed in binary form (aligned or not), in physical

units (overshoot) or through an ITR metric.
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Step 1: measuring climate performance of assets

• Carbon/GHG emissions and technology mix are most widely used metrics.

• Carbon/GHG metric applies to all sectors but emitting assets important for

the low-carbon transition may be penalized compared to lower emitters which

do not contribute to the transition.

• Technology mix related metrics compare the mix of a portfolio with the mix

of a given scenario. This approach is more prescriptive, scenario-dependent,

and does not apply to all sectors.

• For forward-looking assessments: different forecasting methods rely on

extrapolation based on historical data, macroeconomic trends, stated

objectives and targets, or even green patents and R&D expenditure.
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Measuring climate performance: carbon footprint

• absolute emissions or emission intensity per unit of production or revenues

• Scope 1 (direct emissions from the production process), Scope 2 (emissions

from the production of energy used) and Scope 3 (upstream and downstream

in the value chain)

• Scope 1 and 2 reporting is standardized and common, Scope 3 data remains

scarce
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Measuring carbon footprint: data sources

• Company-level reporting (via Carbon Disclosure Project)

• Available through commercial data supplier but a recent initiative aims to

build a free public database.

• Many companies do not report

their emissions ⇒ estimation

from financial indicators

• Backward-looking

• Estimation from asset-level data and technology mix:

⇒ May be forward-looking but relies on technology-wide emission factors and

other estimates

• Real-time estimation from satellite data and remote sensing (Climate Trace):

only Scope 1 data
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Extrapolating future emissions

Alignment assessment aims to evaluate the compatibility of portfolio with a future

carbon buget, and should be forward looking.

Estimating future emissions of a company is difficult and several approaches have

been used by data providers:

• Extrapolate past emission trend from reported emissions

• Use company’s declared emission targets

• Use company’s assets and capital expenditure to estimate future commited

emissions (bottom-up)
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Extrapolating absolute emissions from past data
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Extrapolating emission intensity from past data
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Emission target setting

• Companies often publish emission reduction targets to advertise their

commitment to climate goals and improve their image

• NGOs, the most prominent of which is the https://sciencebasedtargets.org/

provide guidance in target setting and validate the published targets

• Criteria include ownership boundary, GHG coverage, emission coverage, scope

coverage, time frame, renewable electricity etc.

• SBTi targets are split into near-term, long-term and net-zero

• Among the four companies analyzed above, as of Dec 2022

• ArcelorMittal has a commitment to set a near-term target within 24 months

• Renault has a near-term target of well-below 2◦ C

• Legrand has a near-term target of 1.5◦ C

• TotalEnergies has no targets or commitments since SBTi does not work with

fossil-fuel companies, but company web page announces a target of reducing

Scope 1+2 emissions by 40% between 2015 and 2030
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Bottom-up emission estimation

• For a truly forward-looking measure, alignment should be evaluated on

project or asset-level, by estimating the consistency of future emissions or

fossil fuel production from existing or sanctioned projects.

• Grounding estimates into physical activity data provides a straightforward

and intuitive explanation of changes in emission levels

• Asset-level variables can be projected using data on future plant

openings/closures and global and regional trends from scenarios

• Bottom-up estimates could be more stable than top-down estimates, because

they are directly related to emitting activities

• We propose a methodology for estimating future company emissions based

on asset-level data, applied to the steel sector
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Bottom-up emission estimation: steel sector

Global Steel Plant Tracker database lists capacity, technology and production for

all steel power plants with capacity over 500,000 tons per year (over 94% of total).

Technology Emission factor

electric 0.67 (t CO2 / t steel)

integrated (BF) 2.32 (t CO2 / t steel)

integrated (DRI) 1.65 (t CO2 / t steel)

mixed or other 2.32 (t CO2 / t steel)

Average emission factors (Scope 1 and 2 of

steel plants in GSPT database) Distribution of steel plants in GSPT

database
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Bottom-up emission estimation: steel sector

Reported and bottom-up emissions for companies in GSPT database which report

to CDP
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Bottom-up emission estimation: projections
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Fig. 1. Schematic description of our bottom-up alignment assessment framework
applied to the Iron & Steel sector. Details on the projection methodology can be found
in ”Methods”.

converted into future adjusted bottom-up emissions by means of a statistical model, trained

on past bottom-up emissions aggregated at firm level and past reported emissions.
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Bottom-up projections: illustration

Left: projected evolution of ArcelorMittal steel production capacity by technology

(GSPT).

Right: comparison of bottom-up and top-down extrapolations.

Red line: projected top-down emissions based on train sample 2010-2019.

Green line: projected top-down emissions based on train sample 2012-2021.
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Bottom-up emission estimation: results
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Stated Policies Scenario

Evolution of Iron & Steel sector emissions

Historical BU emissions
Projected IEA emissions (NZE slope)
Projected IEA emissions (APS slope)
Projected IEA emissions (STEPS slope)
Projected BU emissions (country UR)
Projected BU emissions (constant market share)
Bounds on global emissions of the steel sector 
obtained by choosing the most polluting (upper 
 bound) and least polluting (lower bound) plants
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Are steel companies aligned with their targets?
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Stated emissions vs bottom-up emissions for all companies with stated targets in 2030
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We compare the projected bottom-up emission trajectory for steel sector

companies with stated targers to ther aggregate target trajectory under different

assumptions on the carbon intensity of electricity production and the utilization

rate projections.
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Step 2: choice of net zero scenario

• To stop climate warming below 1.5

degrees, carbon neutrality must be

achieved in 2050-2060.

• Many countries have net zero

engagements of various types and

for various horizons.

Country Year Status

France 2050 Law

EU 2050 Political agreement

US 2050 Statement of intent

China 2060 Policy position

• International organizations are

developing net zero scenarios for the

energy sector, the most prominent

being NZE 2050 scenario by IEA.
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Chapter 1 

Overview 
Key themes of WEO-2021 

 

x In the run-up to a crucial COP26 meeting in Glasgow, this World Energy Outlook-2021 
(WEO-2021) provides a detailed picture of how far countries have come in their clean 
energy transitions, and how far they still have to go. A new global energy economy is 
emerging, but will need to take shape much more quickly to avoid severe impacts 
from a changing climate.  

x An outlook based on today’s policy settings, the Stated Policies Scenario (STEPS), 
shows aggregate fossil fuel demand slowing to a plateau in the 2030s and then falling 
slightly by 2050, the first time this has been projected in this scenario. Almost all of 
the net growth in energy demand comes from low emissions sources. Nonetheless, 
the global average temperature rise in this scenario passes the 1.5 degrees Celsius 
(°C) mark around 2030 and would still be climbing as it reaches 2.6 °C in 2100. 

Figure 1.1 ٲ CO2 emissions by sector and scenario 

 
IEA. All rights reserved. 

Clean electricity can do a lot of the heavy lifting, but it is harder 
 to bend the emissions curve in industry and transport 

x Announced net zero pledges and enhanced Nationally Determined Contributions, if 
implemented in full as in the Announced Pledges Scenario (APS), start to bend the 
curve and bring the temperature rise in 2100 down to around 2.1 °C. In the APS, oil 
demand peaks soon after 2025, and a more rapid ramp up in low emissions sources 
brings emissions down to 21 gigatonnes (Gt) in 2050. However, a much greater global 
effort will be essential to reach the relative safety of the Net Zero Emissions by 2050 
Scenario (NZE). Announced pledges close less than 20% of the emissions gap in 2030 
between the STEPS and the NZE.  
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STEPS: Stated Policies Scenario (≈ 2.6◦ in 2100)

APS: Announced Pledges Scenario (≈ 2.1◦ in 2100)

Source: IEA World Energy Outlook 2021
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Global electricity demand and generation mix by scenario

�

Chapter 4 | Exploring multiple futures: demand and electricity 195

 

4�

Electricity�demand�increases�steadily�in�the�STEPS�(Figure�4.20).�There�is�a�modest�shift�away�
from�coal,�and�renewables�rise�from�below�30%�of�generation�in�2020�to�over�40%�in�2030.�
Delivery�in�full�of�announced�pledges�would�lead�to�an�additional�40%�growth�in�electricity�
demand�to�2050:� it�would�also�accelerate�the�move�away�from�coal� in�the�generation�mix�
and�increase�the�share�of�renewables�to�around�45%�by�2030.�The�higher�level�of�ambition�
in�the�NZE�would�double�electricity�demand�growth�compared�with�in�the�STEPS,�cut�coalͲ
fired�generation�faster�and�lift�the�share�of�renewable�energy�to�60%�by�2030.�

Figure 4.20 ٲ Global electricity demand and generation mix by scenario 

IEA.�All�rights�reserved.

More electrification and clean electricity transitions lie ahead,  
and policy makers have the power to accelerate the pace of progress 

4.5.1 Electricity�demand�

The�CovidͲ19�crisis�was�a�shock�for�the�global�energy�system,�but�electricity�proved�to�be�
more�resilient�than�other�energy�sources.�Global�demand� for�electricity� fell�by�only�1%� in�
2020.�It�is�expected�to�rebound�above�2019�levels�in�2021�and�continue�to�grow�in�2022,�as�
economies�recover,�boosted�by�stimulus�spending.�

In�the�years�ahead,�current�and�announced�policies�push�electricity�demand�in�the�STEPS�up�
by�almost�30%�from�23�300�TWh�in�2020�to�almost�30�000�TWh�by�2030.�Demand�is�projected�
to� approach� 42�000�TWh� by� 2050,� almost� 80%� above� today’s� level.� Closing� the�
implementation� gap� between� the� STEPS� and�APS�would� result� in� an� acceleration� of� the�
average�rate�of�annual�electricity�demand�growth�to�2030�from�2.4%�in�the�STEPS�to�2.7%�in�
the�APS,�and�would�require�an�acceleration�of�efforts�to�electrify�road�transport,�heating�in�
buildings,�and�industrial�processes�(Figure�4.21).�It�would�also�need�effective�action�in�parallel�
to�temper�demand�growth�by�increasing�energy�efficiency�(see�section�4.4.1).��
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Setting near-term milestones and ramping up investment

20 International Energy Agency | Special Report

Key milestones in the pathway to net zero 
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Clean energy investment in the net zero pathway 
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Step 3: conversion of scenarios to asset-level benchmarks

• Convergence approach (Science-Based Targets Initiative):

• Absolute CO2 emissions from IEA scenarios are converted into physical CO2

intensity targets per sector (in tons of CO2 per unit of production).

• Company intensity pathways are computed, assuming all companies in a given

sector reduce their emission intensities to a common value by a specific time

horizon (2050 or 2060), as dictated by the total CO2 budget for each sector.

⇒ No guarantee that the overall absolute carbon budget is respected.

• Contraction approach: all companies in a

given sector reduce their absolute emissions

at the same rate, irrespective of the initial

conditions

⇒ penalizes virtuous companies who have

already transitioned Dotted lines: contraction; solid lines: convergence
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A rigorous approach: fair share

• The fair share approach defines the absolute emission target for i-th company

Ê i
t by taking into account the difference between the company’s and the

sector initial carbon intensity:

Ê i
t = E i

0

EI S0
EI i0

ES
t

ES
0

• Virtuous companies are not penalized and overall carbon budget is respected.
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Step 4: temperature alignment assessment

• To assess the temperature alignment of asset / portfolio: compare its climate

performance to temperature benchmark(s), either statically or dynamically.

• The result may be expressed in binary terms (aligned or not), overshoot of

CO2 emissions over benchmark and through implied temperature rise metric
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Aggregating alignment measures at portfolio level

Rigorous approach: aggregate a physical measure, such as CO2 emissions:

EP =
n∑

k=1

pkE
k ,

where EP are portfolio emissions; E k are emissions of each company, and pk is the

fraction of the company for which the investor is responsible:

For stock holders pk =
f C (V − D)

V
, for bond holders pk =

f DD

V
,

V : firm value, D: debt; f C and f D : fractions of capital and debt held by investor.

For non-physical measures such as portfolio temperature, aggregation protocol is

more difficult to define; sometimes portfolio weights are used:

T p =
n∑

k=1

wkT
k ,

where wk is the fraction of portfolio invested in k-th asset.
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Implied temperature rise metric: caveats

ITR metric is easy to communicate to stakeholders: system of equivalency with

the international temperature rise limitation objective. However,

• It is subject to multiple uncertainties at different levels: year of assessment,

time horizon, estimates of the future strategy of a company, choice of macro

scenario etc.

• It relies on specific assumptions on the behavior of the rest of the economy;

• Temperature pathways, are nonlinear functions of the carbon budgets,

especially for higher temperature levels;

• Metrics computed at the level of individual assets are not easy to aggregate

at portfolio level.
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Portfolio alignment: recent evolutions

Key trends since the publication of the Alignment Cookbook (2020)

• 2020: publication of the Alignment Cookbook

• 2020, 2021, 2022: publication of the work of the TCFD Portfolio Alignment

Team, GFANZ Portfolio Alignment Measurement work stream

• Additional research include but not limited to INFRAS, 2022; OECD, 2022.

• May 2024: publication of the Alignment Cookbook 2

Focus on the design of portfolio alignment methodologies

In parallel:

• Multiplication of methodologies distributed by private and public actors

• Multiple levels of analysis: appearance of FI-level methodologies

• Multiple asset classes and financial activities

• Widening of the focus to integrate transition planning elements

• Additional use cases in the context of transition finance
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Alignment Cookbook 2

The Cookbook 2 is a zoom out with the objectives to:

• understand the extent to which all these alignment methodologies fit

together, and

• develop a detailed categorisation framework of the methodologies.

In particular, we distinguish

• Portfolio-level alignment assessments: over 50 methodologies reviewed

• Financial institution-level alignment assessment: some initiatives available:

ACT Finance, TPI Banks

• Consolidated alignment of a group of financial institutions: limited attempts

but required to achieve global net zero
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Portfolio alignment: perspectives

Towards approaches to assess the consolidated alignment of a group of financial

institutions

We see three potential avenues (not mutually-exclusive):

• Financial market coverage approach – i.e. counting the number of FI that are

signatories of NZ initiatives or that achieve a certain rating in FI alignment

assessment methodologies.

• Financial flows alignment approach – i.e. identifying in the aggregate which

financial flows are directed towards assets considered aligned, aligning, net

zero.

• Emissions alignment approach – i.e. aggregating emissions’ based targets and

data at higher level to compare it with remaining carbon budget.

This is the objective of the ongoing CAPA project at ILB
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